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A FEW WEEKS BACK, MY WONDERFUL BOSS JUDY RUPAY gave me an equally wonderful assignment for a 
story in this issue: Go spend a weekend downtown with my wife – on Judy’s dime. “Do as much as you 

can, eat and drink as much as you want, and just have fun,” she said. After pondering this request for ... 
oh, about ... a second, I set out plotting a stretch in early December, during which Susan and I could 
do as Judy asked. And, as one who follows instructions to the letter (insert winks here), I made sure 
we did, ate, drank and reveled – to a degree that will fit in nicely with that resolution story you read 
earlier. Of course, there was a catch to this calling: I had to write about it. Here goes ...

Goin’ Downtown!
Last month, my wife and I took in the city. Here are the highlights • By Yale Youngblood

FEW EATERIES IN ARLINGTON are 
as iconic as J. Gilligan’s Bar & 
Grill, so Susan and I decided 
that we’d make lunch 
there our first priority. 
She ordered Tyler’s Taco 
Nachos, while I opted for 
the restaurant’s slant on 
the BLT. Both choices were 
excellent, but what was most 
excellent about our dining 
experience was the visit we had 
with owner Randy Ford (pictured). 
He shared a little about the history of 
the restaurant and told us some fascinating 
tales about the security at AT&T Stadium he discovered while making 
deliveries there. Suffice it to say, Jerry takes good care of his “World.”

BEING A FORMER SPORTSWRITER, I made a priority to include a University of Texas at Arlington basketball 
game on the itinerary. Being the father-in-law of the Associate Vice President for Development and University 

Initiatives at UTA, I got to see it in grand fashion. I met coach Chris Ogden before the game and sat at courtside 
with Lisa Karbhari, wife of University President, Vistasp. Neither of us received a technical foul.

The Perfect ‘Staycation’
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IN VARIOUS PREVIOUS jobs, I did 
a lot of traveling, which means 
I had to stay in a lot of hotels – 
some genuinely nice. I’ve never 
had a better hotel experience than 
that at The Sanford House. Judy 
arranged for us to be quartered in the 
Monaco Villa, which was a few yards from 
the main building and which opened to the beautiful 
Secret Garden, which, I suppose isn’t a secret any more, now that 
I’m writing about it.
  The garden is part of the big-event courtyard for which The 
Sanford House has become best known, particularly for weddings. 
Sure enough, when I went for a stroll Saturday morning to walk off 
Friday’s dinner, a host of hotel personnel was scurrying to adorn 
and arrange the courtyard for an exchanging of vows that would 

take place later that afternoon. I was amazed at 
how organized the team was. But what left the more 

telling impression was the exchange I had with a young 
man rolling a cart of flowers toward the main staging area. 

“How are you today?” I asked. “Living the dream, sir,” he said with a 
radiant smile, which suggested he was doing just that.
  By that time, so was I, and I was only halfway through the 
weekend getaway ... or, technically stayathome. 
  As I completed my last lap of the morning, I headed back to the 
Villa and thought, “yeah, that has a nice ring to it, ‘heading back to 
the Villa.’”  

SATURDAY MORNING, we decided to take a walking tour of the 
downtown area, which gave us our first opportunity to visit the new 

George W. Hawkes Downtown Library. Mark my words: It won’t 
be our last. Remember when the library was the place where 
you found books? Well, you can do that, for sure, but our 
downtown library is a veritable shrine to technology, art and ... 
dare I say, it? ... fun. And I won’t even whisper when I say that.

PAMPERING IS NOT MY THING. Luckily, Susan has no qualms about getting a new “do” or some 
“fru-fruing” of the feet. During our weekend staycation, she got both, first via a hair refreshment at 
Maren Karsen AVIDA Salon that was followed by – and I quote – “the best pedicure I have ever had” 
at The Sanford Spa.  Her specialist asked me if I wanted to join Susan in the fun. I said, “uh, no.”
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THOUGH I SELDOM YEARN for a cup o’ Joe, Susan could drink coffee before, during and after every meal. It’s 
a good thing, then, that the great Tony and Nicole Rutigliano chose their hometown as the site of Urban 

Alchemy Coffee + Wine Bar, if just to quench Susie’s yearning as we prepared for Saturday’s adventures. 
It’s an even better thing that the Rutiglianos chose to hire Nick Osborne (pictured) as the coffee and 
food manager at the new “in place” in Arlington. Learning that my wife likes a touch of vanilla in her 
brew, Nick enhanced one of Urban Alchemy’s signature roast blends with a vanilla paste he had 
created and presented it with a smile. One sip later, two people were smiling.

AS PART OF OUR downtown tour, 
we made a point to walk by 
two of the city’s landmarks, 
Arlington Museum of Art 
and Theatre Arlington. 
Though it was too early 
for a show – even too 
early for anyone who was 
part of a show to begin 
pre-production preparation 
– it was a good time to peek 
in the windows and realize that 
the museum and the theater have 
spawned many a dream over the past 
four decades. Outside the theater I decided 
to regale my bride with a refrain from “Oklahoma.” She 
was so moved that she said, “It’s a good thing you became a writer.”  

FOR FRIDAY’S DINNER, we welcomed our daughter Hannah to the Villa and, after explaining to her why 
she couldn’t live there forever, we headed to another new establishment that is drawing raves, The Tipsy 

Oak. Hannah had the Chicken Ciabatta, and Susan and I ordered Smoked Brisket Grilled Cheese. And soon 
we all understood why this new establishment is drawing raves.

I NOTED PREVIOUSLY about how much we enjoyed staying at The Sanford House. One of many 
reasons for that was the cuisine at restaurant506, the hotel’s quaint dining room, which is 
known for providing “inspired American” dishes, and which is renowned for its weekend 
brunches. If a picture is worth a thousand words, consider yourself edified both thoroughly and 
eloquently by the image to the right. We were told that restaurant506 features dishes made with 
only the freshest ingredients, hand-prepared by the culinary team. I responded after the meal that 
if I wore a hat, I would tip it them. Then I made a mental note to see if Judy would let me buy a hat.  
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FOR SATURDAY’S DINNER, we decided to go Old School again 
and luckily found a table at The Grease Monkey Burger Shop & 

Social Club. You probably didn’t know it was a social club, but 
I’m betting you’re very familiar with the burgers, which are 
cooked to perfection – and then constructed in any manner 
you see fit, thanks to the condiment bar that sits in the back 
of the restaurant. I love the condiment bar!

FULL DISCLOSURE: My favorite singer is Burton Cummings of The Guess Who. Fuller disclosure: 
Burton wasn’t part of The Guess Who that played at the Arlington Music Hall concert Susan and 
I attended. I was a little bummed to discover that. Fullest disclosure yet: I was blown away by the 
current ensemble’s uncanny musicianship. They ROCKED! In fact, the whole weekend did.

AS A CHARTER MEMBER of the Texas Live! fan club (translation: I was one of the 16 gazillion people 
there for the grand opening), I was eagerly anticipating a return visit. That was before I realized 
that said reappearance would take place on the weekend Texas and OU were playing for the Big 12 
championship at AT&T Stadium. Because of our busy schedule, the Texas Live! stop would have to 
take place following the game, which meant several things: The eateries and lounges would be filled 
with (1) a lot of happy Sooners; (2) a lot of sad Longhorns. Also, (3) The lot of happy and unhappy 
folks would amount to 16 gazillion and one. We had fun touring the place anyway.

EARLIER, I NOTED THAT my daughter-in-law, Rose, helped us score 
primo seats for the basketball game (AND the chance to meet some 
cool UTA folks). She and my son, Aaron, joined us for that leg of the 
journey, as well as for our observance of the Texas Live! experiment 
to determine how many football fans can be squished into an 
entertainment center before the fire chief is summoned. 
  But it was our next stop that wound up as one of the day’s 
highlights: Legal Draft Beer Co. While there were ample burnt 
orange and crimson hues to be found, there was also a chance to 
actually hear the words people were speaking. So we enjoyed a few 
cold ones, a nice post-game concert and a relaxing game of Yahtzee. 
Apparently there was a deal in place to let the old man win.


